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Optical absorption of single molecules observed
by three groups
Even with a tightly focused laser beam, only about one one-millionth of the incident light is absorbed.

Chemistry is, for the most part, a
field of ensemble measurements. Large
numbers of molecules acting together
produce effects that are macroscopi-
cally observable. But in many cases,
such as the study of inhomogeneous
systems or of processes with complex
time dependence, observing molecules
one by one can provide information
that an ensemble measurement cannot.

Much of the flavor of single-molecule
optical detection—a less invasive tech-
nique than, for example, scanning tun-
neling microscopy—dates back to 1976,
when Tomas Hirschfeld used an optical
microscope to observe proteins tagged
with tens of fluorescent molecules.1

True single-molecule detection came in
1989–90, achieved indepen -
dently by William Moerner and
Michel Orrit and their col-
leagues.2 Both worked at cryo-
genic temperatures, at which
molecular spectral peaks are
much stronger and sharper.
Room-temperature detection
came shortly thereafter and has
since facilitated a multitude of
advances in biology, materials
science, and other fields.
Among the more striking recent
developments is the real-time
sequencing of a strand of poly-
merizing DNA.3

So far, room-temperature de-
tection of single molecules has
relied on fluorescence, the light
emitted by an optically excited
molecule as it relaxes back to its
ground state. Now, three groups
working independently have de-

tected single molecules by their optical
absorption. Since many molecules fluo-
resce only weakly or not at all but all
molecules absorb, the new work paves
the way for single-molecule study of a
much wider class of substances.

Each group used a different method.
Vahid Sandoghdar (ETH Zürich,
Switzerland) and colleagues detected
the absorption directly.4 Orrit (Leiden
University, the Netherlands) and col-
leagues scattered light off the hot spot
created around a molecule that rapidly
converts light to heat.5 And Sunney 
Xie (Harvard University) and col-
leagues used a nonlinear technique to
extract the absorption signal from 
a high-frequency amplitude oscillation

of a probe laser beam.6

Direct detection
To directly detect a weak absorption,
one must measure the tiny changes in a
light beam’s intensity as it’s attenuated
by the sample. (In contrast, a weak fluo -
rescence produces a low-intensity sig-
nal with almost no background.) A typ-
ical molecular absorption cross section
is on the order of 0.1 nm2, which means
that a tightly focused laser beam 300 nm
in diameter is attenuated by about one
part per million.

Sandoghdar and colleagues became
interested in pushing the limit of direct
fluorescence-free measurements in
2003. They had been working with

small nanoparticles, which gave
absorption signals of about one
part in 104. Their calculations
suggested that their method
should also be sensitive to single
molecules, so they decided to
give it a try. As Sandoghdar
notes, “The main challenge was
to believe that it’s doable.”

The experimental setup is
shown schematically in figure 1.
The laser beam was split into
two parts: a probe beam, which
passed through the sample, and
a reference beam, which didn’t.
Detecting the two beams simul-
taneously and comparing their
intensities helped to isolate the
absorption signal from the
laser’s intensity fluctuations.

The sample consisted of a low
concentration of dye molecules
dispersed in a polymer layer and
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Figure 1. Direct detection, used by Vahid Sandogh-
dar and colleagues.4 Comparing the intensities of the
probe beam, which is attenuated by the sample, and
the reference beam, which is not, gives the molecular
absorption signal.

necessarily be generalized to all condi-
tions. Both teams acknowledge that nu-
merous factors—from the dissolved
oxygen concentration to the type of elec-
trode—are likely to affect a microbe’s
respiratory behavior. The groups are
now looking to collaborate to develop
standardized, uniform protocols by
which to grow and test their microbes. 

Another challenge, assuming that
the nanowires do conduct, is to identify
the mechanism that enables them to do
so. El-Naggar and Gorby suspect the
appendages may comprise filaments of
tightly packed metalloproteins called
cytochromes. “Traditionally,” El-Naggar
explains, “proteins are considered insu-

lators or wide-bandgap semiconduc-
tors, but one can imagine that if there’s
a unique organization of these electron-
transport proteins coming together in a
long chain, there may be a pathway for
hopping of electrons.”

Ultimately, a better grasp of how mi-
crobes transfer electrons could help sci-
entists identify ways to extract stronger
currents from them. Existing microbial
fuel cells are efficient but not power-
ful—they can’t yet compete with chem-
ical, solid-oxide, or methanol fuel cells.
Although we probably won’t be driving
bacteria-powered cars in the near fu-
ture, researchers may find more imme-
diate use for the microbes in soil decon-

tamination or remote underground
sensing. 

In any case, physicists and biologists
alike can marvel at how nature has, yet
again, achieved an engineering feat that
humans aren’t likely to soon reproduce.
“You can’t go in your nanofabrication
facility and make a little 1-micron ca-
pacitor or a 1-micron battery that con-
tinuously produces electricity,” says
Lieber. “But bacteria have figured out
how to do this.” Ashley G. Smart
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affixed to a glass slide; a piezoelectric
stage drew the slide back and forth
through the probe beam. For this proof-
of-principle experiment, the researchers
used only fluorescent molecules, so they
could monitor the fluorescence and ab-
sorption signals simultaneously. After
several seconds of illumination, a mole-
cule’s fluorescence signal would
abruptly disappear: The molecule had
“photobleached,” or undergone a photo-
chemical reaction that changed its light-
absorbing properties. The absorption
signal always disappeared at the same
time, evidence that the two signals were
coming from the same molecule.

Actually, Sandoghdar and col-
leagues measured not absorption but
extinction: Their method doesn’t distin-
guish between absorption and scatter-
ing. That could be a disadvantage, since
surface roughness at a material inter-
face could scatter enough light to over-
whelm the molecular signal. The re-
searchers overcame that difficulty by
choosing materials with matched re-
fractive indices. Sandoghdar believes
that sensitivity to scattering is also an
advantage, since it enables the study of
entities such as proteins that scatter
more light than they absorb.

Photothermal imaging
Orrit and colleagues used a two-laser
technique, sketched in figure 2, based
on the photothermal effect. The first, or
heating, laser is tuned to a molecular
absorption, and the second, or probe,
operates at a frequency at which the
sample is transparent. When light from
the heating laser is absorbed by a mol-
ecule, its energy is converted to heat,
which changes the refractive index of
the surrounding material. Light from
the probe laser then scatters off the re-
fractive-index inhomogeneity, a “ther-
mal lens,” and is collected by a detector. 

For photothermal imaging to work,
the heat needs to be imparted to a mate-
rial whose refractive index changes sig-
nificantly with temperature. Water at
room temperature doesn’t fit the bill:

20 °C is too close to 4 °C, the temperature
at which water’s density is maximized—
and therefore flat—as a function of tem-
perature. So Orrit and colleagues chose
glycerol as a solvent instead.

Like Sandoghdar’s group, Orrit and
colleagues turned to nanoparticles to
begin exploring the limits of their tech-
nique. Since the photothermal signal
depends on the amount of heat ab-
sorbed and not just the strength of the
absorption, they could use nanoparti-
cles to simulate the more weakly ab-
sorbing molecules simply by turning
down the heating laser’s power. They
then tried to detect some weakly fluo-
rescent molecules but found that those
all photobleached too quickly. A non -
fluorescent molecule—a dye designed
to quench fluorescence in biochemical
experiments—gave better results and,
surprisingly, seemed not to photo-
bleach at all. Without fluorescence to
guide them, the researchers took a dif-
ferent approach to verifying that their
signal was due to molecular absorption:
They recorded photothermal images of
several samples with different amounts
of dye and showed that the number of
bright spots in the image was propor-
tional to the dye concentration.

Ground-state depletion
Xie’s group was among the first, in the
1990s, to detect and image single mole-
cules at room temperature. (See PHYSICS
TODAY, May 1994, page 17.) Since then,
the team has been applying single-
molecule techniques to enzymology
and studies of live cells. Xie and col-
leagues’ new technique, ground-state
depletion microscopy, is sketched in
figure 3. Two lasers, the pump and the
probe, are tuned to different parts of a
molecular absorption peak, and the
pump laser is turned on and off at a fre-
quency of 1.75 MHz. When the pump
laser is on, the molecule is excited out
of its ground state, so photons from the
probe beam cannot be absorbed. But
with the pump laser off, the probe beam
is absorbed, and slightly less light is
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Figure 2. Photothermal imaging, used
by Michel Orrit and colleagues.5 A mole-
cule absorbs photons from the heating
beam and converts their energy into
heat, thereby changing the refractive
index of the surrounding material. The
probe beam (actually collinear with the
heating beam but shown here at a dif-
ferent angle for clarity) scatters off the
refractive-index inhomogeneity—the
so-called thermal lens—and the scat-
tered light is collected by the detector.
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Ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays
(UHECRs), with energies exceeding
1019 eV, are almost certainly of extra-
galactic origin. But decades of observa-
tion with large ground arrays of particle
detectors and fluorescence telescopes
have yet to yield statistically robust ev-
idence of anisotropic arrival that might
reveal their sources (see PHYSICS TODAY,
May 2010, page 15).

The observer’s chief problem is their
scarcity. Above 1020 eV, a CR proton, neg-
ligibly deflected by intergalactic mag-
netic fields, should reliably point back
toward its source. But less than one per
century strikes a random square kilome-
ter of Earth. The Pierre Auger Observa-
tory in Argentina, the largest of the
ground arrays, covers only 3000 km2. 

But now a serendipitous observation
by the ANITA (Antarctic Impulsive

Transient Antenna) collaboration’s bal-
loon-borne radio-pulse detector array
holds out the prospect of monitoring
millions of square kilometers for
UHECR strikes with comparative
ease—albeit with an acceptance solid
angle significantly smaller than those of
the ground arrays.1 The collaboration,
headed by Peter Gorham (University of
Hawaii), had designed ANITA to mon-
itor Antarctica from above for the
nanosecond radio pulses expected from
the interaction of high-energy cosmo-
genic neutrinos with nuclei in the ice. 

In three weeks of riding the circum-
polar stratospheric wind, ANITA found
no evidence of the expected high-
energy neutrinos. But what it did find
was both unexpected and promising.
Recording all detectable nanosecond
pulses in the RF band 200–1000 MHz,
the detector accumulated 16 pulses

whose polarization and phase charac-
teristics convincingly marked them as
originating in distant charged-particle
showers instigated in the atmosphere
by UHECRs. 

Why unexpected? It was understood
that a high-energy CR shower can
launch a coherent nanosecond RF pulse
along its axis, and indeed such pulses
had been studied with radio detectors
close to the showers at ground arrays.
The radio data came from CRs well
below 1019 eV, at wavelengths too long
to be useful for balloon-borne radio in-
terferometry. Pulse intensity does grow
as the square of the CR’s energy. But ex-
trapolation of those results to higher en-
ergies and shorter wavelengths seemed
to show that even a radio pulse from a
1020 eV CR would be too weak for useful
surveillance at a large distance from the
air shower that launched it. “Extrapo-

Balloon experiment reveals a new way of 
finding ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays
The serendipitous discovery of strong radio pulses from those rarest of cosmic rays presents the
prospect of monitoring large areas of ice or ocean in the quest to unveil their extragalactic origins.

transmitted. The transmitted probe
beam therefore also contains a 1.75-
MHz oscillation, whose amplitude is
proportional to the strength of molecu-
lar absorption. 

Using a lock-in amplifier, the re-
searchers isolated the probe beam’s
high-frequency fluctuations. Since the
amplitude noise of a continuous-wave
laser beam scales like the reciprocal of
the fluctuation frequency, it has almost
no effect on the observed high-
frequency signal. Likewise, scattering
due to surface roughness has no effect
on the high-frequency fluctuations, so
there is no need to choose materials
with matched refractive indices.

Like the Sandoghdar group, Xie and
colleagues have looked only at fluores-
cent molecules so far. They, too, found
that the absorption and fluorescence
signals appeared together, and when
the fluorescence disappeared due to
photobleaching, so did the absorption.

What’s next?
To gather enough data to detect a mol-
ecule, all three techniques require rela-
tively long averaging times, on the
order of 1 s. Since free-floating mole-
cules don’t stay in place for that long, all
three groups studied molecules immo-
bilized on surfaces. Reducing the aver-
aging time will be key to making the

single-molecule absorption techniques
suitable for many applications.

But all three measurements are near-
ing the shot-noise limit, where the main
source of error is the statistical fluctua-
tion of the number of photons in the
laser beam, so strategies to improve the
sensitivity are far from obvious. Xie
supposes that progress might come
through the use of nonclassical light
states, such as squeezed light, for which
certainty in the phase is sacrificed in
favor of certainty in the amplitude, or
entangled light, in which the photon
counts of two beams are better corre-
lated than if the beams had been pro-
duced independently. Orrit, for his part,
advises patience: “For single-molecule
fluorescence, which is a more straight-
forward technique, it took the best part
of 20 years to generalize it to more com-
plex conditions. I expect a similar delay
for absorption.” Johanna Miller
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Figure 3. Ground-state depletion, used by Sunney Xie and colleagues.6 The pump
and probe beams (which are actually collinear) are tuned to excite the molecule to
different vibrational levels of its excited state. When the pump laser is on, absorption
of the probe beam is lessened; when the pump laser is turned on and off at high fre-
quency, the transmitted probe intensity oscillates at the same frequency. A lock-in
amplifier separates the high-frequency oscillation from the low-frequency noise.


